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South

YANTIAN & SHEKOU

Citywide lockdown is mostly being lifted, with 72 

hours testing results being OK to enter offices and 

public transportation

Ports, container terminals and carriers schedule are 

backto normal. In general, equipment are available for 

all main tradelanes, except OOCL lack of 40HQ and 

EMC lack of40’. No sign of cargo rush in general, 

though it is entering April.

All trades seem slack while liners are pushing for 

more loadings

Cross-border bonded trucking still unavailable.

Cross-border non bonded trucking from Hong Kong to 

Mainland China is seeing high rates and limited 

capacity because of COVID-19 restrictions for drivers 

entering Mainland China,

LCL and road freight reman severely impacted, leading to rerouting of cargo to 
other cities such as Ningbo.

Some road freight can enter Jiangsu and Zhejiang from Shanghai with 

permits.

Ban on international flights into Shanghai means there is lower capacity to 

move freight, with cargo now piling up at storage facilities as ocean freight 

faces congestion and delays.

East

SHANGHAI

Delivering cargo to storage in Beilun is difficult due to 

longer than usual wait times as a shortage of personnel 

compounds the challenges, with no relief expected until 

Shanghai reopens. 

Permits are still necessary for road freight moving from 

Ningbo to Jiangsu Province, which is causing some FCL 

delays.

Long vessel delays expected.

East

NINGBO

Covid cases found in Guangzhou. Baiyun, Haizhu and 

Tian He district are in lockdown. 

The mother vessel schedule integrity has declined with 

heavy delays of 7-10 days at Guangzhou port with 

irregular feeder vessels calling at the port.

Equipment available for main ports, except 
OOOCL/ANL/CMA which are lacking 20’ general 
purpose containers

Truckers not only need PCT tests less than 48 hours but 

also need valid road permits.

South

GUANGZHOU

TIANJIN/XINGANG

QINGDAO

SHANGHAI
NINGBO

XIAMEN/
GUANGZHOU FUJIAN

YANTIAN & SHEKOU
HONG KONG

Shanghai remains in lockdown but districts will be divided into 3 different threat levels 
whilst the Fujian emerges from lockdowns for operations to return to normal
Trucking is an issue with containers re-routed to other ports like Ningbo causing delays
Lockdowns mostly lifted in Yantian but cross-border trucking very limited with high rates
The carriers’ mother vessel schedule often delay in Guangzhou port due to the 
instability offeeder vessels and barge services
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SUMMARY

South

XIAMEN/FUJIAN

Lockdowns in the Fujian have ceased with 

operations returning to normal.

Good space and equipment availability, although 

trucking and port terminals are under strict 

control.

XMN/ FOC vessels being delayed by external factors – Shanghai 
lockdowns and HK congestion.

HONG KONG

Due to the lock down in Shanghai, there is a

delay in vessel arrival at HKG/YTN port.

Port congestion in HKG, inbound feeder vessels via 

Shekou port to Hong Kong delayed by 5-7 days

No LCL cargo to HKG via inland trucking due to 

COVID restrictions.

North

QINGDAO

Mass testing across the region has come to an end with no 

additional restrictions being implemented.

Production has recommenced however, pick-ups and 

deliveries are taking longer than usual because of case 

by case checks.

The airports are running as usual, but due to staff 

shortages and more stringent checks, processing times 

are longer than usual.

The recent COVID lockdown caused a decrease in 

market volume.

North

TIANJIN/XINGANG

Tianjin and Xingang ports operating as per normal 

There is space available and good rates to Europe, UK 

and the US

The problem with trucking in Hebei province is 

beginning to ease as trucks are now being allowed to 

enter certain cities.

Acceptance of inbound dangerous goods cargo has been suspended for at 

least 2 weeks

The city will be divided into 3 risk levels: sealed area, controlled area and 

prevention area. The level will be adjusted district by district dependent on 

case numbers and severity. 

Feeder vessels from Nanjing are able to connect with mother vessels in 
Shanghai via Nantong Port.
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